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1. Introduction 

In recent years, large composite structures have been used increasingly in the aerospace and 
naval industries.  Such a large composite structure is mostly fabricated using the scarf 
joining technique so that multiple substructures can be connected together. Figure 1 shows 
three commonly used scarf joint configuration. Among the three, the step/overlap joint is 
considered as the strongest because it has the largest joint surface area. As a result, this 
chapter addresses the step/overlap joint. The scarf joint is typically constructed as sketched 
in Fig. 2.  The Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Molding (VARTM) technique is frequently 
used for the joint fabrication process because the technique can be applied to a large size of 
structure. Furthermore, the scarf joint can be also used for repair of a damaged section. 
 
 

 

(a) Step/butted joint 

 

 

(b) Step/overlap joint 

 

 

(c) Bevel/step joint 

Fig. 1. Different kinds of scarf joints 

Because there is a discontinuity of reinforcing fibers at the joint interfaces as shown in Fig. 2, 
the scarf joint becomes usually the weakest part of the structure. Therefore, it is important to 
be able to predict the failure strength of the scarf joint, to enhance the joint strength, and to 
monitor the progress of failure at the joint before any catastrophic failure. The next section 
discusses experimental testing of scarf joints as well as Mode I and Mode II fracture testing, 
which is followed by the computer modeling and simulation section. Subsequently, a 
technique is described to enhance the strength of the scarf joint interface using Carbon 
NanoTubes (CNT). After that, a section discusses how to monitor crack growth at the joint 
interface using CNT. Finally, summaries and conclusions are provided. 
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(a) Stack layers for the first substructure 

(b) Cure the first substructure 

(c) Stack layers for the second substructure onto the already fabricated first substructure 

(d) Cure the second substructure so that two structures are joined together 
 

Fig. 2. Construction of composite scarf join 

2. Experimental study of joint strength 

Scarf joints are fabricated using carbon-fiber and fibreglass plain weave composites. Carbon-
fiber is T700 while fibreglass is E-glass. The Derakane 510A ester resin is used as the binding 
matrix material. The scarf joint specimens are fabricated using the VARTM technique.  After 
the base plate is fabricated using VARTM, it is cured for 72 hours before the joint surface is 
sanded down and then cleaned with acetone in preparation for creating the patch part using 
VARTM again. Four different combinations of scarf joints are fabricated and their strengths 
are compared. The constructed scarf joints are carbon base/carbon patch composite joints, 
glass base/glass patch composite joints, carbon base/glass patch composite joints, and glass 
base/carbon patch composite joints. The difference between the last two joints is illustrated 
in Fig. 3.  In addition, scarf joints are fabricated either using the piece by piece as shown in 
Fig. 2 (called two-step cured process) or all together (called co-cured process). The latter case 
is not practically common but used to compare the scarf joint strength between the two 
fabrication processes. Because fracture of the scarf joint is a mixed mode fracture, specimens 
are also fabricated to test Mode I and Mode II fracture strength, respectively. To this end, 
single edge crack beams are made and tested. The Mode I fracture is tested as the double 
cantilever beam as shown in Fig. 4 while Mode II fracture is tested as the three-point 
bending beam as seen in Fig. 5. 
The critical energy release rate for Mode I fracture is computed using 
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where P is the load when the crack propagates, δ is the tip displacement, b is the sample 

width, a is the crack length, and Δ is the horizontal axis intercept from a vs. C1/3 curve. Here 
C is the compliance of the double cantilever beam (ASTM, 2002). No applicable ASTM 
Standard exists for pure Mode II fracture toughness testing.  Mode II testing consists of a 
three point bending test as shown in Fig. 5.  Because the crack lies in the midplane of the 
beam, only shear stress is applied to the crack. The following equation is used to determine 
Mode II critical energy release rate, GIIc (Todo et al., 2000): 
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where P is the critical load when the crack propagates, C is compliance, a is the initial crack 
length, b is the sample width, and L is a half of the span length. 
 

 
 

(a) carbon base/glass patch scarf joint (taper ratio=L/t) 

 

(b) glass base/carbon patch scarf joint 

Fig. 3. Difference between carbon base/glass patch and glass base/carbon patch scarf joints 

 

Fig. 4. Double cantilever beam test for Mode I (i.e., crack opening) fracture 

 

Fig. 5. Three point bending test for Mode II (i.e., shearing mode) fracture 

The experiment is conducted using Instron 4507. The specimens are measured and placed 
under an axial load until failure. In order to avoid buckling of the specimen without using 
any anti-buckling guide under compression, the unsupported length to thickness ratio is 
between 15 and 20. Both force and displacement are recorded. Scarf joint specimens fail at 
the interface. Some specimens fail through the joint interface as shown in Fig. 6(a), and 
others start the failure at a tip of the joint interface and are fractured across the cross-section 
of the joint as seen in Fig. 6(b). 
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                                         (a)                                                                            (b) 

Fig. 6. Joint failure (a) through interface (b) across the joint cross-section 

The compressive joint strength of the four different scarf joints is compared in Fig. 7. As 

expected, carbon base/carbon patch composite joint is strongest. Furthermore, the 

homogeneous scarf joints made of the same materials are stronger than the hybrid scarf 

joints made of two different materials. Especially, the glass base/carbon patch composite 

joint is the weakest. 

Another comparison of compressive failure strength is made between the two-step (or called 

2-stage) cured and co-cured (or called 1-stage cured) scarf joints. Figure 8 shows that the 2-

stage cured joint is stronger than the 1-stage cured joint made of carbon base and glass 

patch.  It is believed that the preparation of interface surface for the 2-stage cured specimens 

(i.e. sanding and cleaning with acetone) contributes to the enhancement of the joint strength 

compared to the 1-stage cued specimens. Another study compares the Mode II critical 

energy release rates between the two-step cured and co-cured interface of carbon/carbon 

composites using the three point bending test as shown in Fig. 5. The results also show that 

the two-step cured samples have a larger critical energy release rate than the co-cured 

samples, which is plotted in Fig. 9. 
 

, 

Fig. 7. Comparison of failure loads of scarf joints made of different combinations of 
composite materials under compressive load (G: Glass-fiber, C: Carbon-fiber) 
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Fig. 8. Experimental compressive strength for hybrid joints (Glass/Carbon and Carbon/Glass) 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of normalized average values of GII for carbon fiber composites. 

3. Numerical modelling and prediction 

In order to predict the strength of composite scarf joints, finite element based computer 
models are developed and assessed against the experimental data. Fracture mechanics based 
models are selected to predict the joint strength. A small size of crack is assumed at the 
critical location of the joint interface. The critical location is found using the finite element 
analysis without incorporating any crack. The critical location is located at a tip of the scarf 
joint interface, especially at the tip of the base material. A small crack is then considered at 
the critical location. The size of the crack is selected such that it is smaller than the minimum 
detectable size using the nondestructive technique. The “undetectable” crack length is 
generally considered as 0.254 mm or less. Therefore, the present computational models 
assume a crack no longer than 0.254 mm. 
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Because the size of crack is much smaller than the size of the specimen, a multiscale 
technique is adopted.  The large scale analysis considers the whole scarf joint specimen as 
shown in Fig. 10 without a crack. Proper boundary and loading conditions are applied to the 
analysis model. The next small scale model considers only the region containing the critical 
location as indicated by lines in Fig. 10 and zoomed in Fig. 11. The size of the small scale 
model should be sufficiently greater than the size of the crack so that the boundary 
displacements of the small scale model are not affected by inclusion of the small crack. By 
doing so, the boundary displacements of the small scale model are obtained from the large 
scale model which does not include the small crack. Beside, the resin layer may be modeled 
discretely in the small scale model as shown in Fig. 11. Because the large scale model does 
not consider the resin layer, the resin layer vanishes at the boundary of the small scale 
model. A crack is embedded in the resin layer. 

 
Fig. 10. Large scale finite element model without considering a crack 
 

 

Fig. 11. Small scale finite element model including the resin layer at the critical location and 
a small size of a crack (the triangular zone is the resin layer) 

In modeling the crack, different kinds of crack models are considered and evaluated to 
determine what kind of crack model produces the results matching the experimental data 
[Kwon & Marron, 2009]. The first crack model assumes a crack at the critical joint interface 
without an explicit resin layer as sketched in Fig. 12(a). The second crack model includes a 
very thin explicit resin layer at the critical joint interface and assumes a horizontal crack in 
the resin as seen in Fig. 12(b). Finally, the third crack model is similar to the second model 
except that the crack is angled in the resin at the same slope of the scarf joint taper ratio L/t 
as shown in Fig. 12(c).  The taper ratio is shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 12(b) and (c), the resin layer 
thickness is exaggerated to show the crack clearly. The actual resin thickness in the model is 
0.05 mm. For the second crack model, the crack is located in three separate places, 
respectively; at the resin bottom/composite interface, inside the resin, and at the resin 
top/composite interface. Figure 12(b) only shows the crack inside the resin.  For the third 
crack model, only one crack is modeled. This crack is assumed to originate at the interface of 
the resin bottom/composite, as shown in Fig. 12(c). The angle of the slanted crack is 14.0o for 
the taper ratio of 4, and 7.13o for the taper ratio 8. 
The Virtual Crack Closure (VCC) technique is used to extract Mode I and Mode II 
components of energy release rates from finite element fracture models. Two techniques 
have been explored for this study, the traditional VCC technique and the modified VCC 
technique. The modified technique gives results very comparable to the traditional 
technique, and saves significant amount of time while running the models. For this reason, 
the modified VCC technique is adopted for this study. 
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(a) Crack Model #1        (b) Crack Mode #2 

(c) Crack Model #3 

Interface Crack 

Composite Layer

Angled Crack Resin Layer 

Composite Layer 

Resin Layer 

Composite Layer 

Horizontal Crack 

 

Fig. 12. Three different crack models at the critical location of scarf joint 

The modified VCC approach uses the same information from a finite element analysis (i.e., 
nodal forces and displacements) as the traditional VCC method does. The former has its 
advantage over the latter because only one finite element solution has to be generated for 
the former while two finite element analyses are necessary for the latter technique. This can 
save an ample amount of time. When using the modified VCC technique, the elements at the 

crack tips must be equal in size to the virtual crack extension length aΔ , as sketched in Fig. 

13. The size aΔ  is usually assumed to be less than 5% of the assumed crack length.  

Furthermore, when using this method, it is assumed that this extension will not 
considerably change or alter the crack tip as the elements deform [Krueger, 2002]. Since the 
deformation is small, this is satisfied throughout the analysis. 
In calculating the energy release rates for Modes I and II, GI and GII, the following formulas 
are used for the modified VCC method following Fig. 13 notations: 
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where u and w are the displacements parallel and normal to the crack orientation, and X and 
Y are the forces at the nodal points in parallel and normal to the crack direction. Subscripts 
denote the nodal positions and superscripts t and b indicate the top and bottom nodes at the 
crack face as shown in Fig. 13.  If there is no crack opening, GI becomes zero. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 13. Modified virtual crack closure technique 

Because most cases studied here have both Mode I and Mode II energy release rates, it is 

necessary to use mixed mode fracture criteria. There are many different mixed mode criteria 

proposed so far [Reeder, 1992].  This study considers the following mixed mode criteria: 

 1I II
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in which subscript “c” indicates the critical energy release rate of each fracture mode. 

Equation (5) is called the mixed linear criterion, Eq. (6) the mixed quadratic criterion, and 

Eq. (7) the mixed biquadratic criterion which contains the interactive term, i.e. the second 

term. If the interactive parameter m is set to zero, it is the same as the mixed quadratic 

criterion.  For linear fracture mechanics, the failure load for mixed fracture is computed as 

below for the three criteria. For the mixed linear criterion, the failure load is 

 Ic IIc
fail applied

Ic II IIc I

G G
P P

G G G G
=

+
 (8) 

Where failP  and appliedP  are the failure and applied forces, respectively. For the mixed 

quadratic and biquadratic criteria, the failure loads are computed from the following 

equations, respectively. 
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2 2 2 2
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All three equations are explored in order to find the best result for the model. These results 

are provided later. In this study, the critical energy release rates were determined from pure 

Mode I or Mode II coupon testing, respectively. Their values are 307 N/m and 1280 N/m 

for Mode I and II, respectively. 

In order to validate computational models, the models’ geometries are based on the test 

specimens. Those specimens consist of laminate plates with a scarf joint of length L at the 

center as shown in Fig. 3. A longer joint length yields a greater joint strength because of the 

larger joint surface area. Therefore, any general repair uses a large scarf joint taper ratio such 

as 10 to 20. However, such a large scarf taper ratio results in a large size of specimen which 

is not practical at the laboratory environment. As a result, a smaller taper ratio is adopted in 

this study for experimental testing in order to validate the computational models. One set of 

specimens are 227 mm long and 37 mm wide for the taper ratio L/t = 4 as shown in Fig.3. 

The glass composites are 7 mm thick and carbon composite are 5 mm thick with the overlap 

joint of four-steps. Another set of specimens have the taper ratio 8. In this case, the total 

specimen length is twice as long as the previous specimens with L/t = 4.  Because of 

computational efficiency, 2-D plain strain models are considered instead of 3-D models. 

The models consist of E-glass-fiber and carbon-fiber composites along with the vinyl ester 

resin. A previous study showed that either isotropic or orthotropic material modeling of the 

2-D scarf joint produced almost the same results because the longitudinal modulus is the 

major load-carrying direction. Therefore, an isotropic material modeling is used in this 

study with the following material properties. Carbon composites have elastic modulus 52.4 

GPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.34 while glass composites have elastic modulus 17.2 GPa and 

Poisson’s ratio 0.24. In particular, for a discrete resin layer modeling, the resin has elastic 

modulus of 8.34 GPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.28. 
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Each specimen is fixed at the left end while a tensile or compressive loading is applied at the 

right end. The axial loading is applied using a uniform displacement as conducted for the 

experiments. As a result, the axial displacement is applied uniformly to the right end of the 

specimen while its transverse displacement is constrained from any movement. 

Results from various computer models are compared to experimental data for model 

validation. While tensile loading produces mixed mode of fractures (i.e. existence of both 

Mode I and Mode II) at the critical location where virtual cracks are considered, compressive 

loading yields only Mode II fracture because of crack closure. Therefore, the tensile load 

results are compared for mixed mode criteria as expressed in Eq. (5) through (7).  The 

computer models are validated with the glass/glass scarf joint with a taper ratio of 4 as 

shown in Fig. 14. In the figure, five different crack models and three different mixed mode 

criteria are compared to the experimental data.  Among the five cracks models, Model #1 in 

Fig. 12 does not include a discrete resin layer while the remaining four models consider a 

discrete resin layer only at the critical location as in Ref. [Kwon & Craugh, 2001]. Among the 

four models, three cases (Model #2a, 2b and 2c) consider a horizontal crack while one case 

(Mode #3) uses an angled crack.  The horizontal crack is located at the lower side interface 

of the resin layer called Model #2a, in the middle of the resin layer (#2b), or at the upper 

side of the resin layer (#2c).  As shown in Fig. 12, the angled crack with the biquadratic 

mixed mode criterion is closest to the experimental data. In the biquadratic model, the 

interaction parameter m is selected -1.3. 

In order to further validate the selected model, i.e. the angled crack with a discrete resin 

layer along with the biquadratic mixed mode criterion with m = -1.3; glass/glass scarf joint 

with a taper ratio 8 is also analyzed and compared to the experimental data as shown in Fig. 

15.  The selected model produces the almost same failure load as the experimental data.  The 

higher taper ratio yields a much closer result for the selected computer model. Because the 

angled crack has the same angle as the joint taper ratio, this crack orientation is considered 

to represent the actual crack growth direction well in the resin layer. That is why the angled 

cracks consistently predict joint strengths well. 

The next set of validation is conducted for different composite materials under compression. 

As stated previously, compressive loading results in only Mode II fracture. Therefore, 

different mixed mode criteria cannot be evaluated for these cases. Instead, the selected crack 

model, i.e. the angled crack in a resin layer, can be assessed against the experimental data.  

The scarf joints are constructed using glass-fiber and carbon-fiber composites. The four 

different joints assessed against the experimental data are glass/glass (G/G), carbon/carbon 

(C/C), carbon/glass (C/G), and glass/carbon (G/C). As stated previously, the first material 

is the base and the second material is the patch added to the base material.  Figure 7 shows 

comparisons of four different joints. The angled crack model in a resin layer produces 

consistently excellent predictions for the failure loads.  The computer model slightly over-

predicts the experimental results for all four joints. 

In predicting the failure loads in all previous results, the same critical energy release rates 
for Mode I and Mode II have been used regardless of the fiber materials because the same 
resin material has been utilized. This means the failure at the joint interface depends on the 
fracture toughness of the resin materials. Therefore, modeling a resin layer at the critical 
location of the failure is essential to an accurate prediction of the failure load.  In addition, 
the crack growth direction is affected by the taper ratio of the scarf joint. It is necessary to 
reflect the taper ratio in the crack orientation. 
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Fig. 14. Comparison of failure loads of glass/glass scarf joints with taper ratio of 4 under 
tensile load (Model #1: crack with no resin layer; Model #2a: horizontal crack at the lower 
resin layer interface; Model #2b: horizontal crack in the middle of the resin layer; Model #2c: 
horizontal crack at the upper resin layer interface; Model #3: angled crack in the resin layer) 

 

Fig. 15. Comparison of failure loads of glass/glass scarf joints with taper ratio of 8 under 
tensile load using angled crack model in resin layer 

4. Enhancement of interface strength 

Many studies have been conducted to determine the type of bonds formed between CNT 
and epoxy.  The general conclusion is that CNT bond in three main ways: micromechanical 
interlocking, chemical bonding, and van der Waals bonding.  While the CNT surface is quite 
smooth, it has been proposed that there are local non-uniformities in the CNT such as kinks, 
bends, and changes in diameter.  It is at these local non-uniformities where micromechanical 
interlocking occurs [Wong, at al., 2003]. Chemical bonding is possible, but it is not 
guaranteed [Shadler, et al., 1998].  Finally, van der Waals bonding certainly occurs, but a 
relatively weak bond forms.  One study also proposes the effects of thermal properties. The 
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coefficient of thermal expansion of CNT is much higher than that of the polymer matrix. As 
a result, residual compressive thermal stress is present after the polymer matrix hardens.  
This thermal stress results in closer contact between the CNT and polymer, which in turn 
increases micromechanical interlocking and non-bond interactions [Wong, et al., 2003]. 
In an attempt to improve the joint interface strength, CNTs are introduced at the interface. 
Since the scarf joint is constructed using the two-step process, CNTs are applied to the joint 
surface area after the base portion is cured, sanded, and cleaned, i.e. after Fig. 2(b). The 
CNTs are mixed with acetone and the solution is stirred until the CNTs are dispersed in the 
solution. The CNT solution is manually spread out over the joint interface area and acetone 
evaporates completely leaving CNTs behind. Therefore, it is not possible to have very 
uniform distribution of CNTs over the joint surface area. First, two different surface 
concentrations of CNTs are used. For this part, 95% pure Multi-Wall Caron NanoTubes 
(MWCNTs) with a length of 1-5 microns and a diameter of 15 +/-5nm are selected. The 
tested surface concentration levels are 11.5g/m2 and 7.5g/m2, respectively. Compressive 
strength tests are conducted for the specimens without CNTs as well as specimens with two 
different surface concentrations of MWCNTs. The result is plotted in Fig. 16. The data shows 
CNTs improve the joint strength when compared to the no CNT case. In addition, the CNT 
surface concentration of 7.5g/m2 yields a greater strength than the higher concentration case. 
 

 

Fig. 16. Comparison of failure strength with two different surface concentrations of CNTs 

For subsequent studies, the surface concentration of 7.5g/m2 is selected. The next study uses 
various kinds of CNTs at the joint interface. Single-Wall Carbon NanoTubes (SWCNTs), 
MWCNTs with two different diameters and two different lengths, and bamboo-structure 
MWCNTs with two different lengths are considered as listed in Table 1. Figure 17 compares 
the strength of scarf joints made of different CNTs. 
Each CNT group provides a joint strength increase, compared to the non-reinforced 
specimens, with the exception of group C. The CNTs from Group C is the economical one 
which has less quality control. The greatest strength increase is observed by Groups D, E, 
and F. All three of those groups demonstrate an average strength increase of greater than 11 
percent. Of these three groups, it appears that Group D possesses the best strength 
enhancement characteristics. It has greater than an 11 percent increase in strength and 
possesses the most consistent data of the three top reinforcements. This consistency can be 
seen by observing the standard deviations shown in Fig. 17. 
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Groups E and F are bamboo-type CNTs. They have regularly occurring compartment-like 
graphitic structures inside the nanotubes similar to the bamboo plant [Ding, et al., 2006]. 
These types of CNTs are used with the notion that the compartment-like graphitic structures 
may provide additional support when used for reinforcement. The open ended molecular 
structure of the multi-walled bamboo CNT may increase wettability and functionalization as 
well. This may allow for increased interfacial bonding which in turn increases the load 
transfer between the resin and the CNT so that the joint interface strength of the composite 
structure may be improved. The strength increase confirms that the bamboo structure has 
better strength characteristics compared to conventional CNTs of similar size and purity. 
Group B, the economic option, has some samples that provide strong reinforcement and 

others that are actually weaker than the non-reinforced specimens. As a result, the average 

strength is greater than the non-reinforced samples, but the standard deviation is quite 

large. The standard deviation of group B is almost 30 percent larger than any other group. 

All MWCNT groups are 95% pure, but perhaps the economic option encounters a higher 

frequency of defects. 

 

 Description 

MWCNT-A 
Multiwall carbon nanotubes, outer diameter 30 +/-15nm, 
Length 1-5 microns, Purity > 95% 

MWCNT-B 
Multiwall carbon nanotubes, outer diameter 25 +/-5nm, Length 
10-30 microns, Purity > 95% 

MWCNT-C 
Multiwall carbon nanotubes, outer diameter 15 +/-5nm, Length 
5-20 microns, Purity > 95% 

MWCNT-D 
Multiwall carbon nanotubes, outer diameter 30 +/-15nm, 
Length 5-20 microns, Purity > 95% 

MWCNT-E 
Bamboo structure multiwall carbon nanotubes, outer diameter 
30 +/-15nm, Length 1-5 microns, Purity > 95% 

MWCNT-F 
Bamboo structure multiwall carbon nanotubes, outer diameter 
30 +/-15nm, Length 5-20 microns, Purity > 95% 

Table 1. Different types of multi-wall carbon nanotubes 

The majority of test samples fracture at the expected location along the diagonal step 

interface of the joint as shown in Fig. 6(a). Those test joints initiates cracks at either the base 

of the bottom step or at the center of the joint and propagate diagonally along the joint 

interface. There is another type of fracture that rarely occurs, where the crack propagation 

does not follow the path of the joint interface. The crack initiate at the base but instead of 

propagating along the interface, it propagates at a 45 degree angle away from the interface 

as shown in Fig. 6(b). 

Figure 18 shows another line of fracture under compression. In this case the fracture follows 

the path of the undulated fiber section instead of the scarf interface. Figure 18 shows a test 

specimen that failed along the alternative fracture line. Only one group has consistently 

these types of fractures. Group D has every test joint failed along this line of fracture. This 

group also happens to have the most consistent strength enhancement and the highest 

elastic modulus of the three top CNT reinforcements. 
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Fig. 17. Comparison of failure strength with different  CNTs 

A potential explanation for the consistency of this failure in Group D is that the CNTs 

provide enough enhancements in strength along the joint interface that the interface ceases 

to be the weakest portion of the specimen. Instead the samples fail along second weakest 

portion of the joint, the undulated section of the overlap construction. The mode of this type 

of failure is localized fiber buckling. Normally this type of failure is intermittent. The 

consistency in Group D suggests the joint may be reinforced enough to make it stronger 

than the stress required to cause the localized buckling failure at the location of the fabric 

down step. 

 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 18. Another facture mode under compression 

In order to further understand the effect of CNTs on the strength of the scarf joints, 

individual fracture testing of Mode I and Mode II, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, is conducted, 

respectively. This set of tests explains on what fracture mode the CNTs affects to improve 

the interface joint strength [Faulkner, et al., 2009]. 

Crack opening mode (i.e. Mode I) testing results shows a modest improvement in the critical 
energy release rate GI when the joint interface is reinforced with CNT. Figure 19 compares 

Line of fracture 
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the average values of normalized GI for resin only samples (i.e. without CNT reinforcement) 
and CNT reinforced samples. Standard deviation is also shown in the figure. The average GI 
value increases about 10% with CNT reinforcement. However, Mode I crack propagation 
characteristics were observed with no discernable difference between the CNT reinforced 
and non-reinforced samples. The Digital Image Correlation (DIC) System was used to 
observe the crack growth in both CNT reinforced and non-reinforced specimens and their 
images are very similar. After testing, the samples are fully broken to inspect the cracked 
surface. Mode I samples reveal little difference between CNT reinforced and non-reinforced 
samples. Both CNT reinforced and non-reinforced samples have crack growth through the 
resin layers where the initial cracks are located. 
 

 

Fig. 19. Normalized GI values for Mode I 

Mode II (i.e. shearing mode) testing results in a significant increase in the critical energy 
release rate GII for the samples reinforced with CNT. Figure 20 shows the normalized 
average values of GII for the specimens. Again, standard deviation is also shown in the 
figure.  As shown by the standard deviation, the lowest CNT reinforced value is higher than 
the highest non-reinforced value. The average CNT reinforced GII value is 32% higher than 
the average resin only GII value. The GII values are computed from the compliance of the 
load vs. displacement curves. Representative plots of load-displacement are shown in Figs. 
21 and 22.  The point of crack propagation is marked with an X. 
Qualitatively, the observed crack propagation for Mode II is significantly different between 
the CNT reinforced and non-reinforced samples. For the non-reinforced samples, crack 
propagation begins at the tip of the initial crack and continues through the interface resin 
material.  However, for CNT reinforced samples, a crack begins to nucleate away from the 
initial crack tip, perhaps in an area of lower CNT concentration, i.e., a weaker strength zone.  
Eventually, this newly formed crack grows to be connected to the initial crack. This result is 
widely observed in the CNT reinforced samples. 
After testing, the samples are fully broken to inspect the cracked surface. For the non-
reinforced samples, the joint interface bond is broken through the resin while in others the 
resin is pulled away from the fibers. However, the CNT reinforced samples fail much 
differently. The CNTs reinforce the resin at the interface, making it stronger. The CNTs 
themselves do not fracture. The CNTs bond to the resin, blocking crack propagation.  As a 
result, at some locations, the crack propagates through the fibers rather than through the 
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resin. The critical energy release rate for CNT reinforced samples become higher because the 
crack propagates through the carbon fibers vice resin. 
Representative images from the DIC system are shown in Fig. 23. Without CNT 

reinforcement at the joint interface, the initial crack propagates through the interface all the 

way as shown in Fig. 23(a). On the other hand, CNT reinforcement resulted in a tougher 

joint interface so that the crack path deviates away from the joint interface as seen in Fig. 

23(b). 
 

 

Fig. 20. Mode II Normalized GII Values 

 

 

Fig. 21. Representative load versus extension plot for Mode II  testing of non-reinforced 
sample (The point of crack propagation is marked with an X.) 

CNT reinforcement is more significant for Mode II fracture than for Mode I. A possible 

explanation is given below. The CNTs are not believed to have a strong chemical bond with 

the resin material. Instead, CNTs are considered to be entangled with resin polymer chains, 

called a mechanical interlocking. Such a mechanical interlocking is more effective to resist 

the shearing force of Mode II than the normal force of Mode I. Therefore, the fracture 

toughness of Mode II becomes much higher with CNT reinforcement. 
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Fig. 22. Representative load versus extension plot for Mode II testing of CNT reinforced 
sample (The point of crack propagation is marked with an X.) 
 

 

(a) Without CNT reinforcement 

 

(b) With CNT reinforcement 

Fig. 23. Images of crack growth: (a) Without CNT reinforcement, the crack propagated 
through the joint interface plane. (b) With CNT reinforcement, the crack path showed 
deviation away from the joint interface. 
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Another purpose of testing is to optimize the surface concentration of CNT, i.e. the mass of 
CNT per unit CNT-reinforced surface area of interface. To achieve this goal, three 
concentrations of CNT are used: 5 g/m2, 7.5 g/m2, and 10 g/m2. As with all sample sets, 
non-reinforced samples are constructed and tested as a reference point. Mode II testing is 
completed since prior phases determined CNT reinforcement significantly affected Mode II 
fracture toughness. The results of Mode II testing are shown in Fig. 24 along with standard 
deviation. As shown in the figure, 7.5 g/m2 of CNT is the optimal concentration, which is 
consistent with the previous study [Kwon, et al., 2008].  Again, the lowest value of GII for 
samples reinforced with 7.5 g/m2 CNT is higher than the highest value of non-reinforced 
samples. 
The higher concentration of 10 g/m2 results in slightly lower critical energy release rate than 
the 7.5 g/m2 concentration. On the other hand, interface toughness with the CNT 
concentration of 5 g/m2 is even lower than that of non-reinforced specimens. This result 
suggested that a lower amount of CNT at the interface does not provide proper mechanical 
interlocking while serving as a localized defect because of a lower bonding between CNT 
and polymers. 
The additional purpose of testing is to determine the effect of “banding” CNT. “Banding” 
refers to only reinforcing a part of the interface area on the sample. All other sample sets 
involved using CNT to reinforce the entire secondary bond between the top and bottom 
plates. However, samples for the present tests are only reinforced in the area extending 6 cm 
from the initial crack tip. “Banding” CNT may be applicable to repair of carbon fiber 
composite components when only a localized area requires reinforcement. The Mode II 
critical energy release rate results in 19% increase due to CNT reinforcement with 7.5 g/m2 
CNT concentration. The drop from roughly 30% found in previous sample sets is due to 
“banding” the CNT vice reinforcing the entire secondary bond. 
 

 

Fig. 24. Normalized GII values for different concentration of CNT 

5. Interface crack growth monitoring 

Many different studies have been conducted to determine the feasibility of damage 
detection in composite materials through the use of CNTs. In one study, a polymer with 
CNTs was used in a piezoresistive strain sensor for structural health monitoring [Kang, et 
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al., 2006]. This sensor proved to have a linear symmetric strain response under static and 
dynamic loading. However, the CNTs were only included within the sensor itself. A similar 
study showed that multidirectional strains could be measured using an isotropic film of 
CNTs placed on a four point probe [Dharap, et al., 2004].  This probe then could be used at 
different locations sensing a linear strain response in all locations. Another more recent 
study investigated the use of CNTs as a replacement for strain gauges [Nofar, et al., 2009].  
This study placed semi-conductive multiwall CNT-fiberglass–epoxy polymer composites 
under both tensile and cyclic loading to detect failure. It was shown that the multiwall CNTs 
were able to outperform regular strain gauges in sensing different types of failures.  This 
outcome was due to their ability to be interspersed within the composite and, as a result, 
react more sensitively to the changing stress fields around them. 
Although much work has been done using CNTs as strain gages, more limited research has 
been focused on the inclusion of CNTs to monitor crack propagation.  In one study, CNTs 
were first dispersed into a polymer matrix and then infiltrated into layers and bundles of 
conventional fibers [Thostenson & Chou, 2006]. This technique created a percolating 
network which was then used as a sensor to detect the onset, nature, and evolution of 
damage in advanced-polymer-based composites. A similar study demonstrated that a 
network of CNTs throughout the composite material was an effective way to monitor 
fatigue-induced damage, as well as opportunities for damage repair [Zhang, 2007]. Yet 
another study showed that if a high aspect ratio could be maintained throughout the entire 
network of CNTs, they could be highly conductive within the structure allowing for damage 
detection [Chou & Thostenson, 2008]. 
Each of these studies, however, used a network of CNTs dispersed throughout the 
composite base material to enable damage detection.  These methods, although successful in 
the detection of damage, may not isolate the interfacial damage and may be impractical for 
large composite sections.  In order to detect the interface damage, this study focuses on a 
layer of CNTs percolated along the interface layers. [Bily, et al., 2010]. 
Because CNTs have high electrical conductivity, CNTs at the joint interface are used for 
potential crack detection. As a crack propagates through the interface containing CNTs, the 
electric conducting paths through CNTs are disrupted. As a result, the electric conductivity 
through the interface is lowed. By measuring the electric conductivity or resistivity, the 
crack growth is monitored. 
Figure 25 shows that two metal sheets are used at both ends of the specimens so that they 
can be used as the leads for measuring electrical conductivity or resistivity through the 
interface. A Teflon film is used to represent the initial crack. CNTs are spread to connect 
between the two metal sheets. The upper layers are laid on the bottom layers using the 
VARTM process and the final plate is cut into strips for the Mode II fracture testing. Both 
carbon fiber composites and fiberglass composites are studied for crack monitoring. 
Mode II testing of ten carbon composite coupons containing CNTs at the interface layers are 
tested. Based on initial test results, the ratio of initial crack length (a) to span length (2L) 
needs to be greater than 0.2 to ensure failure by Mode II crack propagation. Hence, the 
initial crack length is set at 40 mm for a full span length of 160 mm and coupon width of 24 
mm.  Test speed is 1 mm/min displacement at the point of load application. 
Prior to the start of testing, each coupon’s resistance through the interface is measured for 
baseline comparisons. Starting resistance readings shows a high degree of scatter (26.5 to 
1081.0 ohms) across coupons. This scatter is due to the non-uniform distribution of CNTs, 
directly resulting from the dispersion technique and VARTM process. However, each 
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particular coupon’s resistance is essentially constant (within a tenth of an ohm) based on 
multiple measurements. 
 

Teflon film (initial crack)

Steel sheet (electrical contact)

Steel sheet (electrical contact)

CNTs dispersed on previously cured bottom layer

 

Fig. 25. Bottom layer of two-step cure sample covered with CNTs, stainless steel sheets, and 
Teflon film 

During the three-point bending tests, resistance across each coupon is recorded at 30 second 
intervals. These values generally vary little from the initial readings throughout the test.  
Once additional cracking takes place, the sample is left in the bent position under load. The 
readings taken in the bent position are again constant, only fluctuating to the tenth of an 

ohm, and within ±4% of the initial resistance values for 8 of the 10 samples. However, when 
the coupons are released from this bent position, the resistances increase an average of 16%.  
The variance in the percentage increase can be attributed to the non-uniform CNT 
dispersion. It is important to note that the resistance changes due to crack growth are 
generally observed only after the cracked specimens are unloaded. 
After unloading, the CNT-reinforced carbon fiber samples are subsequently tested with 
loading and unloading cycles using a force of just 100 N – a small load enough not to cause 
any further interface crack growth. During each loading cycle, the resistance is measured 
before loading and after unloading. The measured resistances show consistency in the 
reading, varying 0.3% to 2.2% from sample to sample.  Thus, despite continued load cycles, 
the resistances do not significantly increase as the crack does not grow any further. 
With resistance change shown to be dependent on crack growth, the CNT-reinforced carbon 
fiber coupons are then further cracked under additional loading.  Once the crack propagates 
(determined by both sight and sound), the load is removed and the new crack length and 
the corresponding resistance are both measured. This process is repeated until the crack tip 
eventually reaches the point of load application, at which point it is no longer possible to 
further crack the coupons under three-point bending load.  The resulting data are plotted to 
determine a relationship between change of crack length and change in resistance. 
Figure 26 shows the plots for three different samples, which have low (5.85 ohms/mm), 
medium (34.1 ohms/mm), or high (164.7 ohms/mm) values of resistance change versus crack 
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growth length.  Because each sample has different (non-uniform) dispersion of CNTs at the 
interface, the resistance readings are different.  However, the resistance change is very linear in 
terms of crack growth for any individual sample, albeit with different slope for each sample. 
This trend can be useful to predict the crack length for a given sample if the slope is 
determined from a couple of initial measurements. This increase in resistance is related to the 
fact that the cracks for the carbon fiber composites with CNTs propagate through the layer of 
CNTs. Thus, as the crack continues to propagate, the CNTs are separated from each other, and 
their ability to conduct electricity along the interface is decreased. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 26. Plots of resistance vs. interface crack length of CNT-reinforced carbon fiber 
composites:  specimen with (a) a smaller change of resistance, (b) an average change of 
resistance, and (c) a higher change of resistance. 
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E-glass fiber composite coupons containing CNTs are also tested. Fiberglass samples have 
an initial crack length 40 mm, a span length 160 mm, and a width 24 mm.  These geometric 
parameters along with a Mode II test speed of 1 mm deflection per minute result in coupon 
failure through crack propagation. 
Prior to loading, resistance is measured for ten coupons containing CNTs along the interface 
for baseline comparisons. An advantage to using fiberglass for testing is that the CNTs 
inside the composite can easily be seen. Some coupons do not conduct as areas within the 
coupons are observed to be void of CNTs.  Each of the coupons that conduct electricity has a 
dark visual path of CNTs that are continuous throughout the length of the coupon. This 
result shows that for CNTs to be effective, the network must be contiguous, as expected.  It 
also shows that CNTs can be effective even in non-conductive composite materials.  In order 
to ensure that CNTs are contiguous in non-conductive media, reliable means for more 
uniform dispersion during the VARTM process should be developed and employed. 
Even though only four of the coupons constructed are conductive, all coupons containing CNTs 
are put through Mode II testing and values of the resistance readings are recorded at 30 second 
intervals.  As expected, the six coupons that initially do not conduct registered no readings 
throughout the test. The resistance values for the four conducting fiberglass coupons, although 
much higher than those obtained for the carbon fiber composite coupons, show the same 
trends. During the loading, the resistance readings vary little from the initial readings (within 
6%). After the sample cracks and continues to crack, the resistance readings are steady (varying 
only a few ohms at a time), again consistent with carbon fiber composite coupons with CNTs. 
When the initial loading is completed, the sample is left in the bent position as was done 
previously. The readings in the bent position are constant, but all readings have increased 
from the initial values, with an average increase of 24%. When the coupons are released from 
this bent position, the resistances increase further. Although each coupon shows an increase in 
resistance, there is a scatter due to the non-uniform distribution of CNTs. The four conductive 
samples have resistance increases of 17, 27, 28, and 100% (for an average of 43%) compared to 
the initial values. This increase is qualitatively consistent with carbon fiber composites. 
As before, subsequent additional loads are applied such that additional crack growth would not 
occur. Corresponding resistance readings are taken both before loading and after unloading. 
This cycling is done at least three times for each sample. The readings are consistent for each 
sample, only varying by at most 6.4%. Again the difference can be attributed to the uneven 
distribution of CNTs across the coupons. Thus, the resistance readings are not significantly 
altered by loads which do not produce crack growth. After taking the consistency readings, the 
fiberglass coupons are again loaded for crack growth using the Instron machine.  Unfortunately, 
no useful information is gathered from this step.  Upon further crack propagation, resistance 
readings jump to over 1 MΩ. These high readings are indications that the CNTs are no longer 
touching and the samples are acting as open circuits. 
When testing the carbon fiber composites, the way in which they failed is expected based on 
previous research.  Fiberglass, however, is a bit surprising in its behavior both with and 
without CNTs.  During testing of fiberglass coupons with CNTs, a loud cracking sound is 
heard upon failure followed by a quick decrease in the loading.  This loud cracking sound is 
not observed during testing of fiberglass composites without CNTs.  Instead, a soft crackling 
sound is heard.  Furthemore with the fiberglass coupons without CNTs, after the crack is 
visually and audibly verified, additional loading is still possible 
Differences in both the sound of failure, and crack propagation can be attributed to the CNTs.  
In the non-reinforced samples, crack propagation begins at the tip of the initial crack, and 
continues to propagate through the interface. This crack without CNT-reinforcement occurs 
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early in the loading process and slowly propagates while still maintaining an increasing load.  
For the fiberglass composites reinforced with CNTs, the crack also initially propagates from 
the initial tip through the interface.  However, at a certain point the crack takes a path of least 
resistance outside the layer of CNTs, as shown in Fig. 27.  This result is observed in the CNT-
reinforced fiberglass samples and is the source for the loud cracking sound. 
 

 

CNTs at interface Initial crack 

Crack propagation path 

    
                                        (a)                             (b) 
Fig. 27. Path of crack propagation for fiberglass composites with CNT application:   
(a) schematic sketch, and (b) picture of actual specimen. 

6. Conclusions 

This chapter studied the strength of composite scarf joints. First of all, a modelling technique 
was developed to accurately predict the joint strength. The technique is based on fracture 
mechanics with a very small initial crack at the most critical interface location. The crack is 
embedded in a resin layer with an orientation equal to the taper ratio of the scarf joint. For 
the mixed mode fracture, the interactive quadratic criterion is selected. This technique 
resulted in predicted joint strength very comparable to experimental data under different 
loading conditions and different taper ratios of the scarf joints. 
Furthermore, CNTs were used to enhance the joint strength as well as to monitor crack 
growth along the interface. The introduction of CNTs along the interface especially 
improved the Mode II fracture strength much more than the Mode I fracture strength. The 
study also selected an optimal surface density of CNTs as well as the type of CNTs. The 
surface density of 7.5 g/m2 was optimal and the MWCNTs with a larger diameter produced 
a greater strength. When the joint strength was improved enough with CNTs, the failure 
occurred under compression along the undulated section rather than the joint interface. That 
is, the joint interface was not the weakest joint any more. 
High electric conductivity of contiguous CNTs at the interface yields a low resistivity. However, 
crack growth disrupts the conductivity thereby increasing the resistivity. Such a significant 
change in resistivity is only observed when the specimen is unloaded. The change of resistivity 
is very linearly proportional to the crack growth length. However, the proportional constant is 
different from sample to sample because the CNT distributions are non-uniform. The 
knowledge in the chapter aids to better design and analysis of scarf joints with integrity. 
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